Which Back Pain Patients Benefit From Multidisciplinary Pain Management? A Comparative Cost Analysis Using Claims Data of Statutory Health Insurance.
Aim: Multidisciplinary pain therapy (MPT) is considered as best practice for treating patients with chronical back pain. Several studies showed the cost effectiveness of interdisciplinary treatment. The aim of the present study is to identify patient characteristics that, under condition of MMT, can be associated with favourable cost trajectories after intervention. We assume that an improved health status leads to less health care utilisation. Furthermore, we aim at identifying those patients with back pain without MPT for whom we can expect favourable cost trajectories. Methods: On the basis of pseudonymised claims data of a nationwide health insurance, we identified MMT back pain patients as well as a control group of back pain patients without MMT. Using comparative cost analysis (costs insensitive to indication), we determined those MMT patients for whom the cumulated total costs per patient for the two postinterventional years were lower than the mean cumulated total costs of the control group. By means of a CART analysis, we identified statistically significant characteristics (profiles) associated with these favourable cost trajectories. Additionally, we quantified control group patients with the same profiles. Results: The study population comprised 1 252 patients with specific back pain and 767 patients with pain due to spinal disc conditions who received MPT. Compared to the control group, total post-therapy costs (insensitive to indication) of MPT patients were higher. For roughly half of MPT patients per pain type, we could identify favourable cost trajectories as per definition. These patients mainly displayed lower levels of pain intensity, no pain-related hospitalisation, and less (mental) co-morbidity in the year preceding the intervention. These profiles concerned to 58-65% of back pain patients without MPT. Conclusion: The developed methodology enables identification of back pain patients likely to benefit from MPT. The study points out the need for patient individual pain management and underlines the importance of early-stage integration of patients into multidisciplinary pain management programmes.